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Traditional
Security Data

A tremendous amount of security knowledge is created for human 
consumption

Examples include:
• Research documents
• Industry publications

• Forensic information

• Threat intelligence 
commentary

• Conference presentations
• Analyst reports

• Webpages 

• Wikis
• Blogs

• News sources
• Newsletters

• Tweets

A universe of security knowledge
Dark to your defenses
Typical organizations leverage only 8% of this content*

Human Generated 
Knowledge

• Security events and alerts
• Logs and configuration data

• User and network activity
• Threat and vulnerability feeds

but most of it is untapped 

*FORRESTER RESEARCH: CAN YOU GIVE THE BUSINESS THE DATA THAT IT NEEDS? NOVEMBER 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think of all that has been accomplished using only a fraction of the available data
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Security
Analytics

Threat
Intelligence

Mobile

Cloud

Mobile

Cloud

Security 
Analytics

Threat
Intelligence

Security 
Analytics

Integrated and intelligent security immune system
Indicators of compromise

Firewalls
Incident and threat management

Virtual patching
Sandboxing

Network visibility

Access management
Entitlements and roles

Identity management

Workload
protection

Cloud access
security broker

Privileged identity management
Data access control

Application security management

Application scanning

Data monitoring

Transaction protection

Device management

Content security

IP reputation Threat sharing

Criminal detection
Fraud protection

Endpoint patching and management

Malware protection
Antivirus

Anomaly detection

Vulnerability management Incident response

Log, flow, data analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Integration can help increase visibility. Notice how capabilities organize around their domains. You’ll start to get an idea of how this immune system works. Like a body fighting a virus, there are different parts of a security portfolio working at once…And it’s not a complete immune system until these domain capabilities can interact, communicate, and integrate with one another across your hybrid IT environments; Extending beyond your company walls across your entire ecosystem.
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Today’s challenges

Escalating Attacks Resource Constraints

• Increasingly sophisticated 
attack methods

• Disappearing perimeters

• Accelerating security  
breaches

• Constantly changing 
infrastructure

• Too many products from 
multiple vendors; costly 
to configure and manage

• Inadequate and ineffective 
tools

• Struggling security teams

• Too much data with limited 
manpower and skills to 
manage it all

• Managing and monitoring 
increasing compliance 
demands

Spear Phishing

Persistence

Backdoors

Designer Malware

Increasing Complexity Resource Constraints

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To sum-up the issues then, we basically see our clients wrestling with three core trends.  Despite reports that show the majority of network beaches are due to a lack of basic hygiene efforts, there is a growing base of sophisticated attackers pursuing targets of choice in order to steal intellectual property, trade or national secrets, and you need the ability to detect and defend against these bad guys.Few people would disagree that everything is just getting more complex as capabilities brought about by the Internet invade all aspects of our corporate and personal lives.  Almost nothing exists in a vacuum anymore.Considering resource constraints, the issue has transcended a lack of budget to also incorporate a lack of skill.  Even if you have the funding to add necessary staff, it doesn’t mean you’re going to find any qualified applicants without conducting a broad-ranging search.�_____________________Threat Landscape:Vulnerabilities increasing by rate of 12 / dayAutomated exploit kits appear within weeks of new disclosuresPersistent and stealthy attacks continuously search chosen targets for weaknessesIT Infrastructure:Mobile device integration multiplies complexity of endpointsEvolving networking and connectivity standardsRapid growth of Web applicationsCompliance is not enoughRoutine tactics only appease auditorsProtecting business assets requires continuous monitoringComplete spectrum of tools required to safe-guard networksThese dynamics contribute to a whack-a-mole scenario where it’s impossible to totally secure the network.
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Workflow

Advanced Analytics
Cognitive

Threat Hunting

DETECT ENRICH

INVESTIGATE

ORCHESTRATE

IBM INTERNAL USE ONLY

Incident 
Response
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What is Needed to Conduct Threat Hunting

SOC & SIEMThreat Intelligence

Intelligence Analysis ToolsStatistical Analysis

Foundational
Data

Organization + 
Discovery

Known 
Indicators

Anomaly
Detection
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Log
Management

Security 
Intelligence and 
Sense Analytics

Network Activity 
Monitoring

Network
Forensics

QRadar: An integrated, unified architecture in a single web-based console

Vulnerability
and Risk

Management

Incident
Response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No matter how many QRadar products/applications are leveraged, or how many appliances constitute a customer deployment, all capabilities are leveraged through a single, Web-based console – with all the associated benefits that a common interface delivers in terms of speed of operation, transference of skills, ease of adoption and a universal learning curve.Designed from scratch to integrate Log Management, SIEM, and Risk Management in one solution, it will deliver massive log management scale without any compromise on SIEM “Intelligence.” Unlike other offerings, QRadar users can jump from log events, to network flows, to risk and compliance policy reports and prioritized lists of network-wide vulnerabilities.  
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QRadar: Watson Advisor
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QRadar: Watson Advisor
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QRadar: Watson Advisor
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QRadar: Watson Advisor – Patient 0
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QRadar: Watson Advisor – Patient 0
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QRadar: Watson Advisor – Threat References
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QRadar: Watson Advisor – Threat Information
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QRadar: Watson Advisor – X-Force Exchange
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QRadar: Watson Advisor – Quick Fliters
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Building the Foundation of Cognitive Security

Updated every week Updated every hourUpdated every 5 minutes

Structured
Security Data

X-Force Exchange 
Virus total

Open source
Paid data

- Indicators
- Vulnerabilities

- Malware names, …

- New actors
- Campaigns
- Malware outbreaks
- Indicators, …

- Course of action
- Actors

- Trends
- Indicators, …

Crawl of Critical
Unstructured Security Data

Massive Crawl of all Security
Related Data on Web

Breach replies
Attack write-ups

Best practices

Blogs
Websites
News, …

Filtering + Machine Learning
Removes Unnecessary Information

Machine Learning / 
Natural Language Processing

Extracts and Annotates Collected Data

Billions of
Data Elements

Millions of 
Documents

5-10 updates / hour! 100K updates / week!

Refinement

Massive Security Knowledge GraphBillions of Nodes / Edges
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Build deep understanding of threats targeting 
your business through cyber analysis
IBM i2 Enterprise Insight Analysis

Focused Monitoring and Threat Mitigation

• Threat discovery
• Risk management
• Enable decisions

• Integrated data feeds
• Enterprise awareness
• Compliance monitoring

CYBER
ANALYSIS 

Personal Data
Security / Threat Intelligence

• Hacker forums
• Intel vendors
• Threat indicators

• Social media
• Government alerts
• Community info

• HR data
• Reviews
• Behavioral data

• Badge logs
• Access logs
• Account creation

• PCAP
• Alerts
• System logs

• SIEM
• SSO / AD
• Vulnerability scans

IT and Non-traditional Information Feeds External Information Feeds
Find, fix, and secure 
endpoints

Prevent advanced 
network attacks

Use analytics 
to discover and 
eliminate threats

Hunt for and 
investigate threats

Coordinate response 
activity

Understand the latest 
threat actors

Get help from security 
experts

HUMAN-LED 
CYBER

ANALYSIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Security Operations Center team has a complex job to do – finding and stopping advanced threats before they do damage and/or steal valuable assets. IBM offers an entire integrated platform of capabilities that work together to provide the broadest visibility of any platform on the market.QRadar incorporates vulnerability management, correlation and advanced analytics to find threats, incident forensics to investigate what happened, automated threat information and threat research from IBM’s X-Force team, and out of the box compliance reporting. QRadar provides visibility to what is happening within the data center, as well as on the cloud.
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Key Differentiators of i2 vs. Other IBM Security Products

For Advanced Users
Tier 3, Threat Hunters

We Do Investigations
Human in the Loop

Non-Cyber Datasets
Physical, HR, Dark Web

Complexity Of Data

Volume
Of Data

Start with the 
Unknown

Complexity Of Data

Volume
Of Data

Investigations Hunting
Start with the 

Known
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What is an Unknown Unknown Search

Offense

1

Offense
Property

b Offense
Property

a

Offense
Property

f

Offense

1

Offense
Property

i Offense
Property

c
Offense
Property

d
Offense
Property

e

Offense
Property

h

Offense
Property

g Ask the question: “show me which offenses 
share the same property” 

–
you don’t know the subset of offenses, not the 

subset of properties to search  
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Investigations
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Hunting
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Detect Compliance Lifecycle Inventory Patch

Detect and respond to 
malicious activity

Continuous policy 
enforcement and 

reporting

Software patching, 
distribution and 

provisioning

Audit authorized 
and unauthorized 

software

Automated patching 
with high first pass 

success

• Asset discovery
• Detect
• Investigate
• Response
• Query
• Patch management
• Software distribution

• Query
• Patch management
• Security configuration 

management
• Vulnerability assessment
• Compliance analytics
• Third-party anti-virus 

management
• Self quarantine
• Add-on: PCI DSS

• Asset discovery
• Patch management
• Software distribution
• Query
• Advance patching
• Remote control
• OS deployment
• Power management
• Sequenced Task 

Automation

• Software / hardware 
inventory

• Software usage 
reporting

• Software catalogue 
correlation

• ISO 19770 software 
tagging

• OS patching
• Third-party application 

patching
• Offline patching

IBM BigFix

IBM BigFix
FIND IT. FIX IT. SECURE IT… FAST

IT SECURITY IT OPERATIONS

The Collaborative Endpoint Security and Management Platform
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Resilient’s unique value

• Resilient integrates with all existing security 
systems create a single hub for IR 
transforming organizations' security posture.

• Aligns people, process, and technology across the 
organization

• Enables security teams to automate and orchestrate 
their IR processes

• Ensures IR processes are consistent, intelligent, and 
configured to teams’ specific needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resilient is the industry standard solution for incident response. Our IRP integrates all other security technologies into a single hub, allowing easy workflow configuration and process automation.  It arms security teams with best-in-class response capabilities. We bring a unique perspective to IR in the fact that we align people, process, and technology together to drive improved response.Empowers security teams to analyze, respond, resolve and mitigate incidents faster.Integrates all other security technologies into a single hub, allowing easy workflow configuration and process automation.Bottom line: Resilient helps you save time, automate your IR processes, and empower your security team.One customer went from 20 days (on average) to close a security incident to less than 5 days
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Resilient Playbooks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resilient is the industry standard solution for incident response. Our IRP integrates all other security technologies into a single hub, allowing easy workflow configuration and process automation.  It arms security teams with best-in-class response capabilities. We bring a unique perspective to IR in the fact that we align people, process, and technology together to drive improved response.Empowers security teams to analyze, respond, resolve and mitigate incidents faster.Integrates all other security technologies into a single hub, allowing easy workflow configuration and process automation.Bottom line: Resilient helps you save time, automate your IR processes, and empower your security team.One customer went from 20 days (on average) to close a security incident to less than 5 days
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Gain integrated, real-time threat intelligence
IBM X-Force Exchange

Crowd-sourced information sharing
based on 700+TB of threat intelligence

https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com

Find, fix, and secure 
endpoints

Prevent advanced 
network attacks

Use analytics 
to discover and 
eliminate threats

Coordinate response 
activity

Understand the latest 
threat actors

Get help from security 
experts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One element that the offense have mastered is collaboration.  According to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime upwards to 80% of cybercrime acts are estimated to originate in some form of organized activity.  Cyber criminals have learned to collaborate.  They share vulnerability, targeting, and countermeasure information.  They also share tools to ensure that their attacks can be successful.  Collaboration is a force multiplier for the hacking community.  It is in this way that confederations of independent actors can succeed.  Enterprises have been using threat intelligence in an effort to stay abreast of the threats but these efforts are limited.  To succeed requires much more information, shared among security professionals, researchers, and practitioners. IBM has built a collaboration platform called the X-Force Exchange to facility the collaboration that will allow organizations to have a much greater understanding of threats and actors.  X-Force Exchange is a cloud-based threat intelligence sharing platform that enables users to rapidly research the latest global security threats, aggregate actionable intelligence, consult with experts and collaborate with peers.  IBM X-Force Exchange provides timely, curated threat intelligence—insights which adds context to machine-generated data.  The platform facilitates making connections with industry peers to validate findings and research threat indicators.  Leveraging the open and powerful infrastructure of the cloud, users can collaborate and tap into over 700 terabytes of information from multiple data sources, including:    One of the largest and most complete catalogs of vulnerabilities in the world; Threat information based on monitoring of more than 15 billion monitored security events per day; Malware threat intelligence from a network of 270 million endpoints; Threat information based on over 25 billion web pages and images; Deep intelligence on more than 8 million spam and phishing attacks; Reputation data on nearly 1 million malicious IP addresses.IBM X-Force Exchanges offers:• A robust platform with access to a wealth of threat intelligence data• Context for threat indicators, delivered from a mix of human-and machine-generated insights• An integrated solution to help quickly discover and act on threats• A collaborative platform for sharing threat intelligence• An easy-to-use interface for organizing and annotating findings
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Gain integrated, real-time threat intelligence
IBM X-Force Exchange – Tailored Dashboards

Crowd-sourced information sharing
based on 700+TB of threat intelligence

https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com

Find, fix, and secure 
endpoints

Prevent advanced 
network attacks

Use analytics 
to discover and 
eliminate threats

Coordinate response 
activity

Understand the latest 
threat actors

Get help from security 
experts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One element that the offense have mastered is collaboration.  According to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime upwards to 80% of cybercrime acts are estimated to originate in some form of organized activity.  Cyber criminals have learned to collaborate.  They share vulnerability, targeting, and countermeasure information.  They also share tools to ensure that their attacks can be successful.  Collaboration is a force multiplier for the hacking community.  It is in this way that confederations of independent actors can succeed.  Enterprises have been using threat intelligence in an effort to stay abreast of the threats but these efforts are limited.  To succeed requires much more information, shared among security professionals, researchers, and practitioners. IBM has built a collaboration platform called the X-Force Exchange to facility the collaboration that will allow organizations to have a much greater understanding of threats and actors.  X-Force Exchange is a cloud-based threat intelligence sharing platform that enables users to rapidly research the latest global security threats, aggregate actionable intelligence, consult with experts and collaborate with peers.  IBM X-Force Exchange provides timely, curated threat intelligence—insights which adds context to machine-generated data.  The platform facilitates making connections with industry peers to validate findings and research threat indicators.  Leveraging the open and powerful infrastructure of the cloud, users can collaborate and tap into over 700 terabytes of information from multiple data sources, including:    One of the largest and most complete catalogs of vulnerabilities in the world; Threat information based on monitoring of more than 15 billion monitored security events per day; Malware threat intelligence from a network of 270 million endpoints; Threat information based on over 25 billion web pages and images; Deep intelligence on more than 8 million spam and phishing attacks; Reputation data on nearly 1 million malicious IP addresses.IBM X-Force Exchanges offers:• A robust platform with access to a wealth of threat intelligence data• Context for threat indicators, delivered from a mix of human-and machine-generated insights• An integrated solution to help quickly discover and act on threats• A collaborative platform for sharing threat intelligence• An easy-to-use interface for organizing and annotating findings
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https:exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com
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https:exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com - US
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https:exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com – US Government
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https:exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com – US Healthcare
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https:exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com – US Education
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